Controlled Low-Temperature Molecular Manipulation of Sexiphenyl Molecules on Ag(111) Using Scanning Tunneling Microscopy
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A novel scanning tunneling microscope manipulation scheme for a controlled molecular transport of weakly adsorbed molecules is demonstrated. Single sexiphenyl molecules adsorbed on a Ag(111) surface at 6 K are shot towards single silver atoms by excitation with the tip. To achieve atomically straight shooting paths, an electron resonator consisting of linear standing-wave fronts is constructed. The sexiphenyl manipulation signals reveal a \( \pi \) ring flipping as the molecule moves from the hcp to fcc site. Ab initio calculations show an incorporation of the Ag atom below the center of a \( \pi \) ring.
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The advances in scanning tunneling microscope (STM) manipulation allow probing physical or chemical properties of single molecules or construction of atomic-scale structures on surfaces [1–9]. STM manipulation requires a precise control over the tip-molecule-surface junction. A weakly adsorbed molecule on a surface can be easily displaced with the STM tip but its movement is extremely difficult to control. Most surface chemical reactions involve weakly adsorbed molecular species; however, investigations on their detailed dynamics and reactivity are hindered by instrumentation limits. Here, we have chosen weakly adsorbed sexiphenyl on Ag(111) as a model system to develop an STM manipulation scheme. Sexiphenyl (C\(_{36}\)H\(_{26}\)) is composed of six \( \pi \) rings connected to form a linear chain [10] and due to its potential applications in display electronic devices, sexiphenyl has been studied intensely in the past years [10–16].

The experiments were performed by using an ultrahigh-vacuum low-temperature STM at 6 K. The Ag(111) sample was cleaned by sputter-anneal cycles. A minute amount of sexiphenyl was deposited onto the sample at \( \sim 70 \) K by thermal evaporation and the sample was then cooled down to 6 K. STM images show preferential positioning of sexiphenyls along surface close-packed directions. Because of a weak molecule-substrate binding, sexiphenyl can be easily displaced during imaging and often dragged with the STM tip [17]. Atomically controlled manipulation of sexiphenyl [6] is extremely difficult; the molecules orient randomly and occasionally slip away from the STM tip.

To “shoot” the sexiphenyl, the STM tip is approached towards the molecule and then dragged the molecule for a few nm [Fig. 1(a)]. When the tip releases the molecule by retracting back to the imaging height, the molecule propagates further across the surface [Fig. 1(b)]. Repeating the procedure shows up to 30 nm propagations, which is the average distance to encounter a defect/step edge on our sample. Such “shooting” propagation occurs only when sexiphenyl is manipulated along its long-molecular axis in the close-packed surface directions. Attempts to precisely shoot the molecules are not successful; their propagation paths mostly deviate from the atomically straight lines [Fig. 1(b)]. Sexiphenyl is sensitive to the local surface electronic-structural environment, such as random electron standing waves produced by defects, causing the molecule to deflect from its original propagation path. The electron standing waves are known to influence the adsorbate diffusion via long-range attractive/repulsive interactions [18–21].

To achieve atomically straight-line propagation, a linear electron resonator is constructed by using silver atoms extracted from the native substrate. This process represents a novel atomic-scale construction concept: The STM tip is initially dipped into the substrate producing a crater on the surface, around which nanometer sized clusters are scattered [Fig. 2(a)]. Individual silver atoms are then pulled out from the clusters using the tip atom attractive interaction [9]. These atoms are then relocated with the STM tip to form two one-dimensional atom arrays aligned along a surface close-packed direction with six nearest-neighbor atom distance (1.734 nm) separation [Fig. 2(b)].

To shoot the sexiphenyl molecules, two silver atoms (targets) and two sexiphenyls are positioned at opposite...
ends of the resonator in atomically straight lines [Fig. 3].

The molecules are then shot toward the targets by using previously described procedure. Now, the sexiphenyl propagates in an atomically straight-line path, and hits the target thereby a sexiphenyl-silver complex is formed [Fig. 3]. Both shooting along the standing-wave minima and maxima yield the same results [17] indicating that the uniform electronic-structural environment parallel to the standing-wave fronts is the key to achieving atomically straight propagation. The stability of the complex is examined by lateral manipulation [9]: The entire unit can be moved back and forth without losing the atom underneath revealing a strong molecule-atom interaction.

We have performed a density-functional theory (DFT) computation with local-density approximation (LDA) (DGAUSS 5.0 program) [12] using the Gaussian basis set DZVP to study the complex structure in the absence of the substrate. The STM height profile of the complex [Fig. 3(c)] reveals that only half of the molecule is distorted to enclose the silver atom. Hence, only three π rings have been used in computation. Among several
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**FIG. 1.** Molecule propagation. (a) A sexiphenyl molecule at the upper left corner is dragged over 3.3 nm along the solid line from location “1” to “2”. (b) The molecule continues to travel further after withdrawing the tip, and hits a silver cluster located at the lower right corner 10 nm away from the initial position. The molecules' final location deviates by ~2 nm from the straight-line path indicated by the dashed arrow in (a). Image size: 11 nm × 9.5 nm, shooting parameters: $R_t = 1.5 \times 10^5 \ \Omega$, $V_t = 30 \ \text{mV}$ [24].
molecule-atom geometries [17] the minimum energy structure reveals bending of three $\pi$ rings to enclose the atom thereby enhancing the molecule-Ag interaction [Fig. 3(d)], in good agreement with the measurement [Fig. 3(c)].

Figure 4(a) shows the molecule-substrate registry determined from the atomically resolved STM images [22].

Sexiphenyl aligns the surface close-packed directions with the alternately twisted $\pi$ rings [15,16,22], as in the gas phase [16] and on Al(111) [15], in agreement with the weak adsorption. From the measured atomic registry [Fig. 4(a)], it is apparent that shifting the molecule for a half-surface atom distance, i.e., hcp-fcc sites, will flip the $\pi$ rings from one tilting position to another [22].

To understand the molecule propagation mechanism, we directly measure the internal-conformation changes of sexiphenyl by the STM lateral manipulation [9]. Here, the STM tip is positioned above a $\pi$-ring edge, and drags the molecule along the standing-wave track all the way inside the resonator in a constant-current mode, where the tip height is maintained by the feedback loop. The recorded tip-height signal [Fig. 4(b)] shows two unequal-height contours periodically repeating at 0.145 nm, half of the silver atom distance. This reveals the $\pi$ ring flipping at every hcp-fcc site as follows: When the STM tip

FIG. 3 (color). Controlled molecular shooting: Two sexiphenyls (left end) and two target atoms (right end) are positioned along the standing-wave track (a). A silver-sexiphenyl complex is formed by shooting the upper sexiphenyl with the STM tip. (b) Both the complex (upper) and the bare sexiphenyl (lower) are moved with the STM tip to the middle of the resonator for a visual comparison. (c) Upon hitting the target, the sexiphenyl locates above the atom by bending $p$ rings. The inset shows a measured STM-tip-height profile of the complex (indicated with the light-color arrow) and the silver atom position relative to the $p$ rings. (d) The computed result confirms bending of tar-phenyl $\pi$ rings to enclose the atom. Imaging parameters: $V_t = 30$ mV, $I_t = 1.1$ nA, $16 \times 26$ nm$^2$.

FIG. 4. Molecular conformation: (a) Sexiphenyl preferentially aligns along the surface close-packed directions (dotted line). The $\pi$ ring edge is tilted up when the two carbon atoms sit above a single surface atom (light balls), and tilted down when they sit on two surface atoms (dark balls) [22]. Moving the molecule for a half-atomic distance (hcp-fcc sites) will switch the $\pi$ ring position relative to the surface atoms (lower drawing). The up-site edge will now become down-site and vice versa resulting in the $\pi$ ring flipping [22]. The tip positions 0.27 nm above the $\pi$-ring edge (white circle), and moves along the arrow. (b) A low-high peak signal repeating at every half atomic distance is observed during LM. (c) A low-height signal is recorded when the tip is in the low site of the $\pi$ rings; the higher height signal is obtained when the $\pi$-ring edge is lifted up (d) (as indicated by the arrows). Manipulation parameters: $V_t = 49$ mV, $R_t = 600$ k$\Omega$ [24].
encounters the down site of the π ring [Fig. 4(c)], it provides a low-height signal while the up site of the π ring causes the high-height signal [Fig. 4(d)].

During the shooting process, the surface phonon contributions to the sexiphenyl propagation are assumed to be negligible because of the low-temperature and relatively large mass of the molecule. Because of a weak molecule-substrate binding, the molecule can be assumed as a relatively isolated system. Klafter and co-workers [23] have proposed a model to transport a one-dimensional atomic chain across a surface, which involves translational motion and changing atomic bond lengths: The potential energy gained in the bond-length changes is transferred to the kinetic energy that in turn changes the bond length with the help of the substrate potential leading to transport the entire atomic chain across the surface. In our case, the π-ring flipping is associated with the surface atomic geometry. As described above, the sexiphenyl propagation will cause the π-ring flipping, which in turn will cause translational motion of the molecule with the help of the periodic surface-potential landscape. Here, the sexiphenyl propagates by flipping the π rings to and fro—like a worm traveling on ground [17]—while the energy is transferred back and forth between the potential energy (π-ring flipping) and the kinetic energy (the translational motion). The one-dimensional geometry of the molecule and the matching of molecule length with the close-packed surface periodicity allow this mechanism to occur. Variation of both the dragging distance (from 0.5 to 4 nm) and the tip speed (0.2 to 1 nm/sec) yield the same results. Thus, these are not the main cause. The mechanical energy supplied by the STM tip is sufficient to move the molecule. If the tip releases the molecule where it is not at the saturated position, the molecule will need to move forward to achieve a full swing of the π-ring tilting. This could trigger the entire shooting process.

In summary, we have demonstrated atomically precise manipulations of physisorbed sexiphenyl molecules using an artificial environment that is also constructed locally. Even though the entire experiment was conducted within an area of $40 \times 40 \text{ nm}^2$, atomic-level information concerning the molecular conformation could be obtained. Our experiment not only reveals the extent of the surface electronic structure influence on the propagation of a physisorbed molecule but also we have applied this phenomenon further to develop a molecular shooting scheme. The potential applications of our achievement include induction of SN$_2$ type reactions and molecular transport across the surface.
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[17] See EPAPS Document No. E-PRLTAO-93-037445 for STM movies: atomic-scale construction, sexiphenyl movement. A direct link to this document may be found in the online article’s HTML reference section. The document may also be reached via the EPAPS homepage (http://www.aip.org/pubservs/epaps.html) or from ftp.ai-p.org in the directory /epaps/. See the EPAPS homepage for more information.
[24] Instead of tunneling current ($I_t$), the tunneling resistance ($R_t$) is used to indicate the tip-sample distance and the tip-sample interaction strength [6] in STM lateral manipulation experiments.